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To be completed by the writer: Student Writing Sample

Goals I have for my writing/Feedback I am looking forward to:

My goal is for my ideas in my writing to be more organized and clear.
I would like help forming my main points into a thesis statement.
I look forward to feedback about the evidence I included from sources.

To be completed by the reviewer(s):

Compliments Some things that I like are…

I really like your last sentence, “Games remain true to their basic origins…” I think this would be a good
way to end your conclusion paragraph.
You� capitalizatio�, punctuatio�, an� spellin� ar� grea�!
I wa� re���y in����s�e� in al� of t�e ev����ce yo� in���d�� ab��� t�e Ol��pi� ga���, an� I li�� t�a� yo� w�o��
t�e fa��s in c��on����ic�� or���.

Questions Can you tell me more about…

Did you include your own explanations with the evidence from sources?
Di� yo� conside� organizin� you� evidenc� int� paragraph� wit� � transitio� wor� an� topi�
sentenc� abou� specifi� change� t� th� Olympic�?
Co�l� yo� ad� an in���d���i�n wi�� an en����n� fir�� se���n��?

Suggestions I would change…

It seems like you are describing how the Olympic games have evolved from ancient Greece to the present
day. I think your thesis should emphasize this and each body paragraph should be about a change or
characteristic of the Olympics.
Do�’� forge� t� includ� quotatio� mark� whe� quotin� an� i�-tex� citation� wit� al�
evidenc� fro� source�!
Yo�r bo�� pa���r���s wo��� be mo�� eff�c���e if yo� ad��� ex���n��i��s in yo�� ow� wo��s ab��� t�e c�a�g��
in Ol��pi� ga���.

To be completed by the writer:

After receiving feedback, I am going to…

I am going to add an introduction and conclusion paragraph that includes a thesis statement about how the Olympics have
changed over time. I am also going to organize my facts into 3 body paragraphs about the di�erent changes in the
Olympics. I wi� also add quotation marks and citations to my evidence and more of my own words in each body paragraph.
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